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App:  Calorie Counter-Learning to Work With TinyDB 

 
Overview: 

Create an app using Google App Inventor which acts as a calorie counter.  The app will 

work by storing one date and one calorie count in the TinyDB which can then be added 

to or cleared.  Learn how to use TinyDB to store and retrieve information.  Also learn to 

use variables and check boxes.  

 

How the App will work: 

When the App is run, users should be able to start a new day with a new calorie count 

or load an old day.  If this is the first time the App has been used, a new day will have to 

be started.  A date is put into the textbox before the button is pressed and then it is 

outputed below.  The user can then add or clear calories.  When the App is closed, the 

date and current calorie count on the screen will be what is stored in the TinyDB.  When 

the App is reopened, the user can then either load that information using the loadDay 

button or start a whole new day.   

 

Instructions: 

 

1. Create a new App Inventor project.  Add 7 labels, 2 textboxes, 4 buttons and a 

TinyDB component.  Arrange as shown in screenshot below using horizontal 

arrangements.   



   
2. Using the Blocks Editor, start by programming the startNewDay button.  This 

button needs to work by putting the date entered by the user into the date label 

and setting the calories label to 0.   

3. In the same event handler for startNewDay, both the current date and the calorie 

count of zero then need to be stored in the TinyDB.  We are going to do this 

using tags.  The date from the date label will be tagged under “date” while the 

calorie count will be tagged using “cals”.  The same tags should always be used 

to get the date and calorie count from the TinyDB, they should not change.  

4. Next, let’s program the loadDay button.  This button will work by retrieving the 

date and calorie count from the TinyDB (using the tags “date” and “cals” from 

above) and then put into their respective labels.  

5. The addCalories button needs to take the number already in the calories for 

today label and add to it the number of calories the user inputted in the add 

calories textbox.  You will do this by using some of the Built-In blocks in Blocks 

Editor under the Math heading.  Use these to add together the number in the 

textbox and in the label before putting the new number back in the calorie label.  



Then, put that number into the TInyDB, using the same “cals” tag, from the 

calories label.   

6. The last button is the clearCalories button.  This button works by setting the 

calories label back to 0 and then storing that new number in the TinyDB with the 

“cals” tag.  The date will stay the same.    

7. Finally, test the program and make sure all of the components work correctly.  

Use the description of how the app should run (above) to do this. 

a. Since we are working with persistent data, but sure you try your app 

several times, quitting the app on the phone/emulator .  Then start it again 

and be sure it knows the past total of calories.   

8. Optional: Feel free, once your program is working, to explore others things that 

your app can do.  For example, how would you keep track of the total calories 

recorded by the app over a bunch of days?  Can you think of a way to show the 

average calories consumed each day for all the days the app has records of? 

(Hint: same the accumulated total of calories for all days in another data base 

tag; also save the total number of days by incrementing each time a new day is 

entered) 

 

Hint: for how to use TinyDB, see the SMS examples (No Text While Driving) Chp 4 in 

the textbook 

 

How and What to turn in: 

 

After you are finished and have a fully working app, go to the App Inventor main page 

(the one that lists all your projects, click on My Projects to get there from the open 

project).  Click the checkbox next to the assignment you want to turn in. Under More 

Actions, click Download source.  Save the zip file to a place you can remember.  Then 

go into Bb and submit the zip file in the assignment.  Use the seven steps! 

 

Grading: 

20 points in Assignments for a fully working app with all the right features. -2 for any 

missing component in the Designer. -2 for any buttons that don’t do something right. -2 

for not storing necessary things in the data base between runs of the program. 

 

App assignment created by research group member Emily Bentley for 

Comp 125, Spring 2011. 

 


